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Product Advantage Product specification

LANDWEAR® thermal 

unisex heated vest with 

hood and smart Heat-

It™ technology

LANDWEAR 

(S,M,L,XL)
30

14,77 

EUR

Weight: 12,4 kg    

Box size: 

53*39*60,5 cm

Beat the cold weather with the simple push of a button.

Heats up in 5 seconds

Perfect for outdoor activities

Heating with four heating panels

Power supply via USB cable

3 adjustable heating modes

Unisex design with hood

Four different sizes

Package includes: 1 x Smart LANDWEAR® Thermal Unisex 

Warming Vest with Hood

Materials: 100% Polyester

3 different temperature levels

High temperature - red color

Medium temperature - white color

Low temperature - blue color

Unisex design

Suitable for hand washing only

High quality material

It is charged via a Power Bank rechargeable battery with a 

power of 5V/2A (not included)

Disclaimer: Actual measurements may vary by 2-3cm!

Push Up Bikini 

Swimwear

BIKINI PUSH-UP 

(B size)
200

2,82 

EUR

Weight: 32 kg                                        

Box size: 56*49*47 

cm                                    

1. TWO-PART KIT

Push-up bra and bikini briefs for an even more beautiful and 

accentuated figure.                                                               

2. PERFECT DECOLLETTE

Increase the look of your baskets up to 2 times the size!                                                                                  

3. EASY INSTALLATION

Simply tighten the swimsuit bra on the front with cords.

4. FLEXIBLE and COMFORTABLE

The straps and drawstrings on the bra and panties can be fitted 

to your liking.                                                              5. 

FOAM BASKETS                                                                                                                                                          

For more durable cleavage.                                                                                                                                                 

6. COMFORTABLE and QUICK DRYING

Lightweight and comfortable material.

Material: 80% polyester, 20% elastane

Color: black                                                                                                                                                                       

Sizes:

B = suitable for normal bra sizes (70C, 75B, 80B, 85A)

Push Up Bikini 

Swimwear

BIKINI PUSH-UP 

(C and D size)
200

2,86 

EUR

Weight: 32 kg                                        

Box size: 56*49*47 

cm                                    

1. TWO-PART KIT

Push-up bra and bikini briefs for an even more beautiful and 

accentuated figure.                                                               

2. PERFECT DECOLLETTE

Increase the look of your baskets up to 2 times the size!                                                                                  

3. EASY INSTALLATION

Simply tighten the swimsuit bra on the front with cords.

4. FLEXIBLE and COMFORTABLE

The straps and drawstrings on the bra and panties can be fitted 

to your liking.                                                              5. 

FOAM BASKETS                                                                                                                                                          

For more durable cleavage.                                                                                                                                                 

6. COMFORTABLE and QUICK DRYING

Lightweight and comfortable material.

C = suitable for normal bra sizes (70D, 75C, 80C, 85B)

D = suitable for normal bra sizes (75D, 80D, 85C, 85D)

Invisible 1 + 1 push-up 

bra

DUO PUSHUP 

(Size B)
100

1,78 

EUR

Weight: 13,35 kg                                            

Box size: 64*48*37 

cm                                     

1. EASY TO PERFECT DECOLLETE

Push-up effect with foam baskets with just one stroke - no more 

empty cleavage!                                                       2. 

STANDING AND WITHOUT STRAPS

Forget annoying and visible braces and buckles under clothes - 

the silicone base effectively adheres to your skin.                                                                                                                                                           

3. EASY TO USE

Place the bra on your chest and tighten it with a drawstring up                                                                                              

4. HEALTHY FRIENDLY MATERIAL

Dermatologically tested silicone base.                                                                                                                   

5. EASY MAINTENANCE AND MULTIPLE USE

Wash the bra in warm soapy water.

6. WEAR EVERY CLOTHES

Show open back and shoulders

Material: 40% silicone, 25% nylon, 25% polyester, 10% elastane

- Freestanding

- Let the skin breathe

- Additional protection for nipples

- Open back

- No straps and buckles

- Easy to use

- Easy maintenance

Cord: 2 tension cords, to determine the strength of the basket 

clamp

Color: beige, black

Invisible 1 + 1 push-up 

bra

DUO PUSHUP 

(Size C)
100

1,7 

EUR

Weight: 13,35 kg                                            

Box size: 64*48*37 

cm                                     

1. EASY TO PERFECT DECOLLETE

Push-up effect with foam baskets with just one stroke - no more 

empty cleavage!                                                       2. 

STANDING AND WITHOUT STRAPS

Forget annoying and visible braces and buckles under clothes - 

the silicone base effectively adheres to your skin.                                                                                                                                                           

3. EASY TO USE

Place the bra on your chest and tighten it with a drawstring up                                                                                              

4. HEALTHY FRIENDLY MATERIAL

Dermatologically tested silicone base.                                                                                                                   

5. EASY MAINTENANCE AND MULTIPLE USE

Wash the bra in warm soapy water.

6. WEAR EVERY CLOTHES

Show open back and shoulders

Material: 40% silicone, 25% nylon, 25% polyester, 10% elastane

- Freestanding

- Let the skin breathe

- Additional protection for nipples

- Open back

- No straps and buckles

- Easy to use

- Easy maintenance

Cord: 2 tension cords, to determine the strength of the basket 

clamp

Color: beige, black

Invisible 1 + 1 push-up 

bra

DUO PUSHUP 

(Size D)
100

1,73 

EUR

Weight: 13,35 kg                                            

Box size: 64*48*37 

cm                                     

1. EASY TO PERFECT DECOLLETE

Push-up effect with foam baskets with just one stroke - no more 

empty cleavage!                                                       2. 

STANDING AND WITHOUT STRAPS

Forget annoying and visible braces and buckles under clothes - 

the silicone base effectively adheres to your skin.                                                                                                                                                           

3. EASY TO USE

Place the bra on your chest and tighten it with a drawstring up                                                                                              

4. HEALTHY FRIENDLY MATERIAL

Dermatologically tested silicone base.                                                                                                                   

5. EASY MAINTENANCE AND MULTIPLE USE

Wash the bra in warm soapy water.

6. WEAR EVERY CLOTHES

Show open back and shoulders

Material: 40% silicone, 25% nylon, 25% polyester, 10% elastane

- Freestanding

- Let the skin breathe

- Additional protection for nipples

- Open back

- No straps and buckles

- Easy to use

- Easy maintenance

Cord: 2 tension cords, to determine the strength of the basket 

clamp

Color: beige, black

Romantic bracelet 2in1 KINGQUEEN 1000
0,94 

EUR

Weight: 20 kg                               

Box size: 35*18*22 

cm                           

1000 pcs/box

1. The perfect bracelets for a gift to your partner

2. Water resistant

3. Special stone included in each bracelet

Product size:

golden 16.5cm 

black  18.5cm                                                                                                                               

Material: Environmentally friendly zinc alloy

Magical kids soft gloves
MITTENPET 

(wolf)
60

6,10 

EUR

Weight: 15 kg                                              

Box size: 60*50*30 

cm                                                                       

1. Kids friendly                                                                                                                                                                

Super soft gloves with an animal image will keep your hands 

warm throughout the winter                                                                                                                                                     

2. Resist -20°C                                                                                                                                                                 

With added velvet, your hands will be safe from cold                                                                                                                                 

3. Natural materials                                                                                                                                                         

Made from eco-fur and 100% natural wool                                                                                                                          

4. Full palm coverage experience                  

The surface wear length is 25cm,                                                                                                                                  

The total length of the folded part plus the wrist is 28cm                                                                                        

The palm length is 17cm, and the width is 11cm                                                                                    

Models: owl, cat, or wolf

Magical kids soft gloves
MITTENPET 

(unicorn)
60

7,35 

EUR

Weight: 15 kg                                              

Box size: 60*50*30 

cm                                                                       

1. Kids friendly                                                                                                                                                                

Super soft gloves with an animal image will keep your hands 

warm throughout the winter                                                                                                                                                     

2. Resist -20°C                                                                                                                                                                 

With added velvet, your hands will be safe from cold                                                                                                                                 

3. Natural materials                                                                                                                                                         

Made from eco-fur and 100% natural wool                                                                                                                          

4. Full palm coverage experience                  

The surface wear length is 25cm,                                                                                                                                  

The total length of the folded part plus the wrist is 28cm                                                                                        

The palm length is 17cm, and the width is 11cm                                                                                    

Models: owl, cat, or wolf

Product Details 



Magical kids soft gloves MITTENPET (cat) 60
6,10 

EUR

Weight: 15 kg                                              

Box size: 60*50*30 

cm                                                                       

1. Kids friendly                                                                                                                                                                

Super soft gloves with an animal image will keep your hands 

warm throughout the winter                                                                                                                                                     

2. Resist -20°C                                                                                                                                                                 

With added velvet, your hands will be safe from cold                                                                                                                                 

3. Natural materials                                                                                                                                                         

Made from eco-fur and 100% natural wool                                                                                                                          

4. Full palm coverage experience                  

The surface wear length is 25cm,                                                                                                                                  

The total length of the folded part plus the wrist is 28cm                                                                                        

The palm length is 17cm, and the width is 11cm                                                                                    

Models: owl, cat, or wolf

Magical kids soft gloves MITTENPET (owl) 60
6,11 

EUR

Weight: 15 kg                                              

Box size: 60*50*30 

cm                                                                       

1. Kids friendly                                                                                                                                                                

Super soft gloves with an animal image will keep your hands 

warm throughout the winter                                                                                                                                                     

2. Resist -20°C                                                                                                                                                                 

With added velvet, your hands will be safe from cold                                                                                                                                 

3. Natural materials                                                                                                                                                         

Made from eco-fur and 100% natural wool                                                                                                                          

4. Full palm coverage experience                  

The surface wear length is 25cm,                                                                                                                                  

The total length of the folded part plus the wrist is 28cm                                                                                        

The palm length is 17cm, and the width is 11cm                                                                                    

Models: owl, cat, or wolf

Necklace 2 in 1
CLOVETO 100

4,59 

EUR

Weight: 23 kg             

Box size: 

Show her how lucky you are to have her in your life and that 

your love is eternal with this unique and stunning gift!

Necklace Specifications:

Chain length: 45 cm

Chain color: silver

The magnetic design allows the necklace to combine into a four-

leaf clover

Sunglasses
MADSUN 

(orange)
60

4,11 

EUR

Weight:16,15 kg      

Box size: 

58*48*37cm

A superb design that will only enhance your attractiveness!

Quality reflective lenses

Attractive and fashionable CAT'S EYES design

Light wooden handles and high-quality plastic frame                                                                                    

Different models: Black, brown or orange

Plastic frame and wooden handle

Quality reflective lenses

Attractive and fashionable CAT'S EYES design

Light wooden handles and high-quality plastic frame

Complete protection - UV factor 400

For a view without straining the eyes

Reflective lenses

Lightweight and fully adjustable glasses

Free storage case and cleaning cloth

Sunglasses MADSUN   (black) 60
3,89 

EUR

Weight:16,15 kg      

Box size: 

58*48*37cm

A superb design that will only enhance your attractiveness!

Quality reflective lenses

Attractive and fashionable CAT'S EYES design

Light wooden handles and high-quality plastic frame                                                                                    

Different models: Black, brown or orange

Plastic frame and wooden handle

Quality reflective lenses

Attractive and fashionable CAT'S EYES design

Light wooden handles and high-quality plastic frame

Complete protection - UV factor 400

For a view without straining the eyes

Reflective lenses

Lightweight and fully adjustable glasses

Free storage case and cleaning cloth

Sunglasses MADSUN (brown) 60
3,89 

EUR

Weight:16,15 kg      

Box size: 

58*48*37cm

A superb design that will only enhance your attractiveness!

Quality reflective lenses

Attractive and fashionable CAT'S EYES design

Light wooden handles and high-quality plastic frame                                                                                    

Different models: Black, brown or orange

Plastic frame and wooden handle

Quality reflective lenses

Attractive and fashionable CAT'S EYES design

Light wooden handles and high-quality plastic frame

Complete protection - UV factor 400

For a view without straining the eyes

Reflective lenses

Lightweight and fully adjustable glasses

Free storage case and cleaning cloth

Men's color changing 

swimming trunks

SWITCHOPS (S) 100
3,97 

EUR

Weight: 21 kg                             

Box size: 

The swimming trunks are made of a special polyester that 

changes color depending on temperature and touch.                                                                                                                                                  

Different sizes: S, M or L

Package Includes: 1 x SWITCHOPS Color Changing Men's 

Swimming Trunks

Men's color changing 

swimming trunks

SWITCHOPS (M) 100
3,97 

EUR

Weight: 21 kg                             

Box size: 

The swimming trunks are made of a special polyester that 

changes color depending on temperature and touch.                                                                                                                                                  

Different sizes: S, M or L

Package Includes: 1 x SWITCHOPS Color Changing Men's 

Swimming Trunks

SWITCHOPS (L) 100
3,97 

EUR

Weight: 21 kg                             

Box size: 

The swimming trunks are made of a special polyester that 

changes color depending on temperature and touch.                                                                                                                                                  

Different sizes: S, M or L

Package Includes: 1 x SWITCHOPS Color Changing Men's 

Swimming Trunks

Lace flexible strapless 

bra
LUXETTE 500

4,97 

EUR

Weight: 17 kg       

Box size: 

We present to you the perfect strapless lace bra, which will be 

the perfect addition to your summer wardrobe.                                                                                                                                                 

Different sizes:                                                                                                                                                                   

S (70A, 70B, 70C, 70D, 75A)

M (75B, 75C, 75D, 80A, 80B)

L (80C, 80D)

Specifications

Materials: nylon, spandex

Color: black

The package contains:

1 x Luxette Lace Flexible Strapless Bra

2 x braces



Photocromic sunglasses 

with polarized lens
CHROMICLENS 200 2,13 EUR

Weight: 16kg      

Box size: 

56*49*46cm

These glasses protect the eyes without affecting color 

perception. In addition, they have a fashionable obdélníkový 

design, which will go with all your casual outfits.

Auto color change in sunlight

Drame material: aluminium magnesium

Lens material: UV400 Polarized lens

Color: Black

Size:

Frame hight: 39mm

Nasal spacing: 16mm

Mirror leg lenght: 130mm

Lens width: 70 mm

Grasses frame frame all width: 154mm   

Invisible breast lift 

stickers
LIFT UP 

Depends 

on size and 

color (360-

800)

From 

1,02 - 

1,41 

EUR

Weight: 13,35 kg                                            

Box size: 63*42*40 

cm 

Invisible breast lift stickers                                             

Instant breast lift

Invisible fit

Ultra sticky

Skin safe and breathable

Washable and reusable

Sizes: S, M or L                                                                

Color: Black or Beige                                                           S 

(9 cm) – suitable for cup A/B

M (11 cm) – suitable for cup C/D

L (13 cm) – suitable for E/F cups

Bra tape in nude color BRATAPE 200
2,04 

EUR

Weight: 19,55kg        

Box size: 

39*31*57cm

Specification:

 Size 5 mx 5 cm wide                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

 95 % cotton, 5 % spandex

Butterfly earring for ears 

without holes with 

zircons

EARFLY 1000
1,1 

EUR

Weight: 9,4kg                    

Box size: 

61*39*36cm

Beautiful earrings with butterfly motifs in gold and silver. They 

are hypoallergenic and contain no lead or nickel, so you don't 

have to worry!

Color: silver or gold                                                                                                   

Material: metal                                                              Size: 

Adjustable

Hypoallergenic, does not contain lead and nickel

High waisted leggings NEROFIT 200

S/M 

4,43 

EUR 

L/XL 

4,62 

EUR

Weight: 27,85kg    

Box size: 

50*35*50cm

NEROFIT fashion leggings emphasize your figure and adapt 

perfectly to it, creating an attractive look that attracts the 

attention of passers-by and improves your self-confidence.

S/M waist: 56-95 cm length: 94 cm hips: 74-110 cm

L/XL waist: 62-105 cm length: 97 cm hips: 78-120 cm

Lightweight sport shoe OKAPI 30 11 EUR

Weight: 13,7kg      

Box size: 

60*33*43cm

Attractive OKAPI sneakers are universal women's sneakers for a 

relaxed and easy step. Due to their sporty and elegant 

appearance, they are suitable for all types of activities - from 

recreation to everyday tasks. The materials from which they are 

made are light, soft and stretchy, which allows for easy putting 

on and comfortable walking.

No laces - for easier putting on and taking off

Quick-drying mesh material that breathes and reduces 

perspiration

Excellent fit and superior comfort

Air sole for easier walking

Suitable for changeable autumn weather

Anti-slip, wear-resistant sole

Available size: from 36-42                                        Material: 

PU

Fabric: cotton

Upper: Flyknit material

Sole height: 5 – 8 cm

Ultra high waisted 

leggings
HIGHLEGS 80

S/M 

6,86 

EUR     

L         

7,07 

EUR

Weight: 21,94 kg                    

Box size: 

62*39*36cm

Available size: S/M or L                                                   S/M                                                                          

Lenght 83-84cm                                                          Waist: 

54-58cm                                                               Hip: 64-

68cm                                                                       Crotch 

lenght: 32-33cm                                                         L                                                                                                               

Lenght 85cm                                                                                      

Waist: 62cm                                                                                      

Hip: 72cm                                                                                          

Crotch lenght: 34cm          

Body shaper shirt BODY-FIT 100

S/M BL 

1,00 

EUR 

BL,BG 

ALL 

OTHER 

SIZES 

2,27 

EUR

S/M               

Weight: 20,06 kg         

Box size: 

68*50*45cm                

L/XL         

Weight:24,45kg 

Box size: 

60*45*35cm

Available in black or beige, Sizes: S7M, L/XL                     

Material: 80% nylon, 20% elastane

Foam basket with removable pad

It supports the breasts and shapes the figure

Hides extra pounds

Correct your posture

Suitable for washing in the washing machine (only on the 

sportswear or hand wash program)

Comfortable

No visible buckles


